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**Title word cross-reference**

e [Slo94]. \( F = MA \) [Ver96].

-96 [WGvA22].


2 [Bat98b, Cla97b, Des85a, Fis82b, Fra73a, Kol06b, Lon78a, Mag99b, Old79b]. 20th [She15]. 20th-century [She15].
50s [Are19].

88 [Slo94].

Botany \[Bil22, Bro84, Liv05, Ogb13, Die22a, Die24, Lab21\].

bottom \[All17\].

Boubee \[dMF23\].

boundary \[Chi15b\].

Boundary \[Low92, GGN16\].

boundary-crossing \[GGN16\].

Bounding \[Sha92\].

box \[ES15\].

Boyle \[Hal70, BC00, Hal70, Hun95, Jac95a, Ost93, Por01, Win97, Woo88\].

Brahe \[Chr98, Tho73\].

Brahmin \[Kum23\].

Brain \[Kas84, Smi88\].

Brazil \[BdMF01\].

Breadfruit \[Siv01\].

Brewster \[Hom85\].

Bridge \[Noa04\].

Brief \[Bra77, Mad63, Pic11a, Tur69, Not17\].

Briefwechsel \[Dou88\].

Britain \[WS89b, WS90, Bal12, Ber14, Ber66, Biv20, Bro77a, Can85, Dal94, For94b, Fre71, GG97, Gib12, Gou11a, Hom85, Hua16, Kee14, Leo24, Lev70, Liv91, Mil12, Mor94, Mor18, O’C07, Pag71, Pag16, Pal94, Por80a, Por91, Por92, RS62, RC13, Sec86, Smi20, SC98, SS80, Tur78, Ver90, Whi63b, Wil80a, Wil02, WS89a, Yeo85, dB13\].

Britannica \[Fal21\].

British \[Aga13, Alb96, Ano73i, Ash08, Ash14, Biv99, Bro81c, Bro92c, Cap23, Coh99, Edg05, Jan00, Jub85, Kol06a, Kol06b, Lab21, Luc95, MF73, May02, Nev86, Pag16, Pal96, Per76, Por82, ST74, Smi78, Sta86, Woo13\].

broader \[RSM20\].

Broadsides \[Wal99\].

Brokering \[Hyu21\].

Brothers \[GG97\].

Brought \[Sch03\].

Brunelleschi \[Stef91\].

Bruno \[Chu08\].

Brussels \[Cla65\].

Bubble \[Ras97\].

Buon \[Slo94\].

Building \[Mou21, Rob21\].

Burden \[Cha10\].

Bureaucracy \[Pic81\].

Bureaucratic \[Ham93, Fel18\].

Burmese \[Ren23\].

burn \[Rab19\].

Bursting \[Buc09\].

Business \[Alb96, Hos05, MP14\].

Butterfield \[Jar03, MA09\].

C \[Cro98, vH03, Alg23, Cro07, Dal97f, GC10, Jon16, Lab21, SC98, Tet23, Woo13, tH04\].

Caesalpini \[Pag75b\].

Cain \[Mer00\].

California \[Mor93\].

Calling \[RH99\].

Calouste \[Rap21\].

Cambridge \[Buc62c, DV01, Gas85, Kno96, Nav06, Phi06, Woo91\].

Cameron \[Nor96\].

Camillo \[Rob05\].

campaign \[Sto22\].

Can \[Bia19, Tam16\].

canaries \[Far23\].

cannot \[WB14\].

Capitalism \[Par84\].

Captain \[Leo24\].

Care \[Gol02\].

Career \[Mag99a, Mag99b, Mor16\].

Careers \[Ben88, Dea03, Gay08\].

Cargo \[Sch06\].

Carl \[Web14, Drö15\].

Carnap \[Nor66\].

Caroline \[Cha08, Hos02, Win03, Cha08\].

Cartelli \[Kel76\].

Casaubon \[Stef02\].

Case \[Bro81b, Cro08, Fox88, Gas85, GG90, HM10, Hom95, Löw92, Mil12, Out76, Rap91, SP90, Ste95, Whi71, Wil00, Par20, Web14\].

Case-Studies \[Bro81b\].

Case-Study \[Bro81b\].

Cases \[GC10\].

Casspar \[Web14\].

Cassini \[Ili93\].

cast \[Rie15\].

caste \[Kum23\].

Cataioptics \[Ben06\].

cataloging \[Fig73b\].

Catalogue \[Key63, Tor68\].

Cathedrals \[SP87\].

Catholic \[Mar82\].

Causal \[Sti92\].

Causality \[Hen80\].

Causes \[Duc05\].

CE \[dP18\].

Celestial \[Ait81, Rob05\].

Celestino \[OEMB19\].

Cell \[Rey08\].

Censoring \[Tar14\].

Census \[Hig85, Hos03a, May12\].

Centenary \[Ano74a\].

center \[Mun21\].

Central \[Wor94, Tet23, LJG+24\].

centralization \[Rob14b\].

Centre \[Ano77a, Rob14b\].

Centrism \[Pal93\].

Centuries \[Hei81, Geo80, Liv88, Rob66, Suz95\].

Century
[Ang12, Cos02, Gau79, GG04, Hal68, Har98, Hua16, Mae07, Mil81, Mil12, Mor16, O’C07, Pet10, Por80a, Por91, Ras97, Rup90, Sec94, Sha74b, Sha91b, Sta13, SS80, Vla99, Wil80a, WS89b, WS90, Yeo85, vH94, Ano20, Bar20a, BB21, Bri20, Car16, Cha18, Coo18, Die22a, ES15, Eve23, Fag21, Fle21, Gil24, Gor15, Haj15, JS24, LP23, ND22, Por20, Rie15, Rob21, She15, Sto18, Sur19, Tam15, Urb23, Ver14, Whi17, Ben06, Bos05, Bri09, Bro13, Byn73, Can82, Can85, Car62, Car63, Chr87, Chu08, Coo82, Cor14, Csi10, Cur12, Dal98, Dam13, Dob77, Doi84, Eam84, Ebr00, Eva78, Fan00, Far95a, Fig75, Fig76, For84a, For94b, Frå74, GG97, Gib12, Gol87, Hal63, Hal66, Has79, HP07, HSS10, Jae04]. Century [JJ76, Jac83, Jac95c, Kee14, Kel66a, Kel66b, Lac09, Lev70, McE13, McG85, Men64, Mil89, Mil08c, Nev76, Ogb13, Out78, Per87, Pic94, Rap69, RH99, Row98, Sch83, Sch68, Sch74, SP87, Sim12b, Smi75, Smi78, Smi88, Sou92, Ste96, Ste02, Tar14, Tom91a, Tur75, Wal09, Web74, Wes67, Wes80, Wil62, Wil83, Wil74, Ye007, dBR04, Lew62]. Certainty [Cos02, Cro80]. Cesalpino [Pag75b]. Châtelet [Ter95]. Chadwick [Coc63]. Chair [Byn75]. Challenge [Jan00]. Challenges [Kel76, De 17]. Chameleons [Rab13]. Change [Doi88, GC10, Gei81, Hop05, Lev84, Mat71, Per87, RH88, Sou63, Wil80b]. Changes [Mar82]. Changing [Arm62, Hes64, Hay96, Por92, GS16]. chapter [Gui17]. Characters [Eyl64]. Charcot [Gil83]. Charles [Ano74a, Bel09, Ber14, Byn88, Col89, Doi98, Rie15, Rou63, Rus74, Sta63]. Chart [Smi78]. Cheerfully [Jac03]. Chemical [Bro92b, Deb74, Far23, Fis73, Kim92a, Kim92b, McE97, Per87, Jac17, Lee23]. chemicals [GGN16]. Chemie [Pag74a, Kra24, Fig73a]. Chemist [Kik12, Pag16]. Chemistry [Bro67, Bro92b, Cha11, CG82, Chr87, Deb63, Fig73a, Fis82a, Fis82b, Gol87, Hes62, Hom03, Jam86, Jor78, Kim92b, Kni93, Kni95, Le 16, McE97, Mil04, Pag66, Rob16a, Sme64a, Sm64b, Ste65, Tha66, Ber16, Jon16, Kra24, Osb16]. Chemists [Fis82a, Fis82b]. chemopolitics [Muk16]. Childbirth [Dal97c]. Children [Dal95, Zil14]. Chile [Wal22]. Chimie [VB87]. China [Bra23, Chi15a, Chu03, Cul93, Dik91, Fan15, Gao15, Mou21, Sch06, She15, Sve93, YP15, dP18]. Chinese [Ano11a, Biv99, Fan15, JS24, Kei77, Loi70, SV18, yP15]. Choice [Fox88]. Cholera [Pic84]. Chorographic [Jan00]. choices [Rob14b]. Choson [Lee19]. Christian [Tur75]. chromosomes [San17]. Church [Tur91]. Chymia [Cro84]. Chymist [Woo88]. chemistry [ND22]. circa [Fel18]. Circle [Bat98a, Bat98b, Mel69, APT20]. Circles [Ait81, LC98]. Circulating [BZ11, San17]. Circulation [Bro13, Mcl13, dP18, MB23, Ren23]. circumnavigation [Wer23]. Citing [Win97]. Citizen [Jac95b]. Citizen-Patient [Jac95b]. citizenship [Tur20]. City [Smi75, Tan98]. Civil [Maa10, Smi75]. Civilization [Ort05, Pye93]. Civilizing [Siv01]. Claim [Kol06a, Kol06b, Pag75b]. Clarifications [PeP76]. Clarissimi [Pag75b]. Class [MJ01]. Classical [Cas84, Har83, Sza90, Yol71]. Classics [Kus16].
culture-bound [Chi15b]. Cultures [Por05]. Cumulative [Whi73].
D [Fal21]. D.176 [Bar17]. daily [Zil14]. Dalton [Mus00]. Danger [Por80a].
dans [Slo94, Wil67, You67]. d’Apollonius [Whi64a]. Dark [Ram10, Whi71, Mou21].
Darwin [Bar79a, Bel09, Bow09, Byn88, Col98, Col89, Col00, Dea16, FTC16, Geo85, GM89, Gru64, Has87, Kja10, Loe65, Mar82, McG85, Old84, Old97, Por87a, Ree09, Ros24, Rus74, Sta63, vW09].
Darwinian [Por12, Rus74, Rus90, Sho87]. Darwinism [Bow09, Cal98, Flo22, Geo85, Gru64, Has87, Old97, Sho87]. Data [Por87b, Rhe11]. date [Sle15]. Daughter [Pye90]. David [Fri03]. Davis [GH20, Dav75]. Dawson [SP90].
Dead [Aic09]. Def-Mutes [Aic09]. Death [Pag81, Pic88, Rup90].
Debate [Dav75, Jam83, May05, Mor94, Por12, Sha92, cW18, Kaa14].
debate [FSB +23, dP18]. Debt [Wil65a]. Decade [Nie88]. Decay [Pag71].
December [Hos03b]. Declaration [Sil99]. Decline [GG04, Hen08, Wea75].
Deconstructing [AA85, Slo90]. Dedicated [Nor66]. Deep [Dea16].
Defence [GM89, Han79].
Deb [Mor94, SP07, LJG +24].
Definiteness [Dal95]. Deliver [Cor14].

Demilitarized [Hyu21]. democracies [FNG22, Son22].
Depth [Can64]. Derek [Stu77].
Descartes [Eri22, Gau06, Kel10, Lev67, Tom84, Yol71].
Descent [Cal88].
Determinism [Gou74, Wal02]. deutsch [Fig73b].
Development [Car79, Chr74, Dav75, Eam84, FN71, Hes62, Kat13, Mat71, RC13, SP87, Sni78, Sni14, Tha66, Was65, Woo13, You75, GR22, Kon19].
Dialectical [Cla89]. Dialogue [Cha08, Mye92]. Dials [Tur89].
Diamond [Mor94]. Diary [Gay03, Gay08]. Diatribae [Haw11].
dictatorships [FNG22, Son22]. Dictionaries [Jen81, Por80b, BP19].
Dictionary [Da97a, Fox83, Pag75a]. Did [Gin01, Old84].
Diego [APT20]. Different [Mor92b, Tur78]. differentiation [Gao15]. Diffident [Hli97].
fos [Whi64a]. Folkes [Kni93]. Forbes [Fal21].
Force [Ait71]. Forces [Rav62a]. Foreword [Ano73a, Ano74b]. Form
[Ewe63, Mye92, Pa197]. Formal [Rad83]. Formation [Haw11, Ste02].
Formative [Ost93]. former [Fle18]. forming [Chi23]. Forms
[Mag99a, Mag99b]. Fortunes [Mol81]. Forty [Byn75, Doe03]. Forty-Year
[Doe03]. Fossils [Por73, Rup83]. Foucault [For80, Sho86]. Foundation
[Tur86]. Foundations [Ano77b, Fre71, Mor93]. Founder [Sta63, Tur86].
Founding [Nic88]. Four [Mor09c, PC18]. Fourcroy [Lev84]. Fourier
[Car77]. Fourteenth [Eva78]. Fragile [Cap23]. Fragment [Ill97].
Fragmentation [Hen08]. Framed [Bud13]. francais [Whi64a]. Francaise
[Slo92, Wil67]. France [Bri20, Cro06, Cro07, Dal98b, Fre95, Hal75,
Jac87, Jac95c, Le 16, Pic81, Pic88, Pic99, Rap69, Rob14b, Sin12b, Ste20].
Francesco [Fin93]. Francis [Wal02, Phi15, Rup66b, SS15, Tur78].
Francisco [FTC16]. Franco [Flo22]. Francais [Maa20]. Francois-Marc-Louis
[Maa20]. Frank [Cha18]. Frans [Whi64b]. Franz [Drö15]. Fraternal
[GG97]. Fraud [GH20, Par20, Rob20b, RSM20]. Frédéric [Ste20]. Frederick
[Ter90]. Free [Tei80, Sch18]. Freetown [Eve23]. French
[Ang12, Bau19, Bri09, Cai65, Haj15, Lac09, Lev84, Mar82, Tre10, Wei88,
Woo91, You67]. Freud [Cap76]. Friedrich [Cal98].
Friends [Ill97, th04]. friendship [Goo23]. frontiers [Sim17]. FRS [Alp91].
fruits [Web14]. Function [Sch65, Tei90]. Functioning [Kas84].
fundamental [GH20]. fürchtet [Row98]. Furies [McG73].
Furtado [FTC16]. Further [Eyl66, Guè79]. Fust [SS80].
Future [Col89, Tho73, CG21, RRH23a, Tam15].

Gabry [Zui07]. Gain [Zui07]. Galaxy [Whi74].
Galen [Goo04, Nut74, Wil65a]. Gaenic [ Lah09]. 
Galenism [Whi75]. Galilean
[BZ09, Bos05]. Galileo [Bia90, Chu08, MH23, Mar87, Mns02, May12, Milo8a,
Pal05, Sch03b, Sch65, Sn15, Val12, Wes88]. Gallery [Far95b].
Gallstones [Roo08]. Galton [FN71, Goo04, SS15, Wal02].
Galvanic [Str95]. Galway
[Kik12]. Game [Bat98a, Bat09b]. games [Lig15]. garden [Lab21]. gardens
gegenwärtiger [Tur73]. Gems [Byc22]. Gender
[Dan13, GC10, Sen92, Ton19]. Gendering [Ter95]. General
[Ege77, Lev84, McC85, Ste02]. Générale [Car63, Goo76, Hos66, DV01].
Generalization [Wo04]. General [Ste02]. generation [Eri22]. generic
[BP19]. Genesis [Mil75, Ber07]. Genetic [Dal97b, Pie86]. Geneticists
Genius [Alb96].
Genombrott [Jon74]. Genomic [Por12]. Genres [AA85, Mea24].
Gentleman [Sar04, Sha91a]. Gentlemen [Nev86, Por82]. Geocentric
[Hut12]. Geocentrism [CDG02]. geographies [Goo23]. Geography
Geohistory [Buc09].
Geological [Eyl64, Kus16, Rud76, Rup98, Sec86, Gol19]. Geologists
[old98, Por81]. Geology [Doll98, Edd01, Eyl66, Gun78, Ham93, Luc99,
Incommensurable [Ung77]. Increasing [Loh67]. Incursions [Nav06].
Independence [Sch68]. India [All76, Cha10, Dam13, Gur21, Sim17, Sin22, Tet23]. Indian [All76, SR20].
Indicator [Mil12]. Indies [LS17]. Indigenous [Spa08]. Individuals [Rud81]. IndoGermanism [GP18]. Induction [Alt96]. Industrial [Ash08, Jac07, Mat71, Pic88, Tha70, Tom11, Ash14, Le 16, Mok07].
Industries [Luc95]. Industry [Ash08, Jac07, Rus74, SJ21, vW09, CG21, Mor18].
Intersection [Esh01]. interwar [Tet23, Tur20, Cro01]. Intimate [Ben88].
Introduction [Ait73, BWM22, FNG22, GRW22, GT15, Pic11a, Por05, Rob19, Rud81, RC13, SV18, Tal65, Rob14a, RRH23b, Sys20, Whi64a, Jor78].
Introductions [Eva78]. introductory [Rob16b]. Intuitive [CDG02].
Inventing [Spa08]. Invention [Bun19, Gil83, Mil08b, Van75, Leo24]. Inventioni [Kel63]. inventions [Bau19, Kan19]. Inventor [Keb05].
Irrationality [Ung77]. Irréductions [For84b]. Isaac [You70, Ait73, Ait75, Boy67, Hal68, HT73, Hei79, Whi62a, Whi63a, You75].
Iisis [Whi73]. Islam [Dol88, Sab87]. Islamic [Cha06, Dol88, Gin00, Kin79, Lan09, Rag07]. Islamicate [FSB + 23].


Lab [Koh02a, Pel01]. Labelled [Löw11]. Labor [GR22, ABC+23, Bel22, Dor23, Lec23, Ren23, RRH23a, Sam23, Yil23]. Laboratories [Sch07]. Laboratory [Cha10, Mag99a, Mag99b, Old97, Tom19, Shi19, Mac21]. labors [Alg23]. Labour [For94a]. Labscape [Koh02a]. Laby [Dea03]. Lamarck [Pic88]. Lancashire [Sec94]. land [Rab19]. Landforms [Dav75]. Landmarks [Bro84]. Lands [dB13]. Language [Alb96, Bar64, Bar03, Kim92a, Kim92b, Kus16, Nor66, Out78, Rud76, Sme64b, Sur19, Suz95, Ano20, Fig73b, Gor15, Lig15, Tam15]. languages
[GT15, Gur21]. **Last** [Ram08, Sme63]. **Late** [Mat63, Noa05, Sio88, ES15, Fag21, Gor15, Haj15, Lee19, SS15, Smi20, Sto18, Bro13, Csi10, Cui93, Fig75, Gra11, Kno96, Mao07, MJ01, Mil12, Nav06, Pet10, SP87]. **Late-Victorian** [Noa05, Smi20, Nav06]. **Later** [Was65]. **Latest** [Cap76]. **Latin** [Wal22, GRW22, GR22, Lav22, Roq22]. **Launching** [Mii08c]. **Laura** [Row98]. **Lausanne** [Gui17]. **Lavoisier** [Lev84, Sme63]. **Law** [FN71, GCM05, GCM06, Gua91, Rud62, BB19, Kan19]. **law/law** [BB19]. **Laws** [Gli99]. **Layers** [Kim92a, Kim92b]. **layman** [Are19]. **League** [Cro01, Mil08b]. **Learned** [Zui07, Fyf22, Smi14]. **Learning** [Bal89, Sto18, Whi05, Ste02]. **Leavis** [Ort05]. **Lectures** [Edd01, Hua16, Pag63, Wil65a]. **Leeds** [Jac07]. **Legacy** [DV01, Gol03, HQ07]. **legal** [Ara19]. **Legend** [SLT17]. **Legitimation** [AA85, AA87]. **legitimization** [Vig21]. **Leibniz** [Sha81, Smi12]. **Leiden** [Pre22, SH18]. **lemons** [Cha18]. **lens** [Rob16a]. **Lenses** [Lev67, MH23]. **Leonardo** [Pug04]. **Leone** [Eve23]. **Leonhard** [WGvA22]. **Leopold** [Buk20]. **Lettere** [Spe62]. **Letters** [May12, Nev86, DB13, Bon14, Spe62]. **Leviathan** [Del05, Gua91, Rud62, BB19, Kan19]. **Lexical** [BP19]. **Liars** [Goo08]. **Libavius** [Kel10]. **Liberal** [Kno96]. **Liberalism** [Pic81]. **library** [Ko66a, Key63]. **Libri** [Pag75b]. **Libro** [Wat74]. **Lichtenberg** [Don88]. **Licking** [Sha81]. **Liebigian** [Jac06]. **Liebigiana** [Bro81a]. **Life** [Alp91, Bon08, Bos05, Car88, Cro98, Duv75, Hal70, Has79, Hol75, Ish06, Kni66, Nic88, Pug04, Ree06, Rup90, Sha91b, Woo88, Yox79, Cha18, Eri22, Mun21]. **Lift** [Whi67]. **Light** [Ait76, Hom85, Jam83, Joh96, Pug04, Sch77, Sme63, Wes67, Smi15]. **Like** [Mor09c]. **Lillo** [Not17]. **Limits** [Buc09, Cla09, Sho83]. **Linguistics** [GP18]. **Linkage** [Pie86]. **Links** [RTL00]. **Linnaeus** [Bro84, Cai65]. **Linne** [Cai65]. **Lipsius** [DV01]. **Liquid** [Bon08]. **Lisbon** [Rap21]. **Lisianskii** [Wer23]. **Lister** [Fox88, Roo08]. **Lists** [Coo18]. **Literary** [Rab13, Sha74a, Mea24]. **Literature** [Bar64, Dal97c, Hoc91, O'M65, Old84, Por76, Rab13, Tal65, Tom91a]. **Literatures** [Del05]. **livebirth** [LJG+24]. **Lives** [Ben88, Dal98a, Mor92b]. **Living** [Bia06, Dar01, Dal97h, Ke10]. **Local** [GGN16, Mus00, Pye02b, Spa08, Bar22]. **Locales** [Cha06]. **Localism** [Knu12]. **Localizationists** [Sta86]. **Locke** [Has62, Tom84]. **Lodesones** [Roo08]. **Lodovico** [Kel76, Kel76]. **L'oeuvre** [You70]. **Logic** [Nov66]. **London** [Cro01, Ben06, Des85b, Des85a, Gay03, Gay08, Hal15, Jac06, Kik12, Kno99, Mag99a, Mag99b, Pe01, Pug04, Rob66, Slo90]. **long** [Van17, Rob21]. **Longer** [Nic88]. **Longevity** [Gra78]. **Looking** [Bel14, Ste95, Win97]. **Loose** [Löw92]. **Lord** [Coc63, Por79]. **Loss** [Wil02]. **Lost** [Il197]. **Lösungen** [Man64]. **Louis** [BdMF01, Ma20]. **love** [She15, Smi14]. **Lovejoy** [Sch10a]. **low** [Ren23]. **low-end** [Ren23]. **LSD** [Hew16]. **Lu** [Ren15]. **Lunacy** [Nev76]. **Lunatick** [Kno99]. **lungs** [Sam23]. **Lusitanians** [Roq22]. **Lutheran** [Bütt79]. **Lyell** [Ano74a, Bar79b, Do89, Rud63]. **Lyons** [Ano77b].
Naturphilosophie [Can97]. naval [Cap23]. Navigation [McE13]. Navigator [Wat74]. Naville [Maa20]. Nazism [Pau94]. Near [Sil99]. Neat [vdR04]. Nebulae [Hos05, Sch77]. Nebular [Bru87]. Needham [Mon21]. Needs [Sch63a]. Neglect [Lon81, May05]. Neglect-of-Science [May05]. neglected [Pre22]. Nelson [Coc63]. Neoliberalism [Ash14]. Neolithic [For83]. Neoteries [Mel96]. Nephew [LeB01]. Neptune [Kol06a, Kol06b]. Neree [dMF23]. Netherlanders [Kel62b]. Netherlands [Lev70, vH03]. Networks [Gro13, LC98, ES15, Sch18]. Newton [You70, Ait71, Ait73, Ait75, Ano77b, BC98, Boy67, Cas84, Cur85, DV01, Duc05, Fig79, For85, Gas85, Gui17, Hal68, HT73, Hal75, Hal02, Hei79, Hon93, Hes62, Hom85, Jac95a, Loh67, McG73, Mor10, OEMB19, Sch84a, Sch09a, Sec85, Sha96, Whi62a, Whi63a, Whi66b, Whi67, You70, You75]. Newtonian [Far02, Gue79, Hei73, Hen86, Her02a, Hom85, Sch82b, Sza90, Ver96, Whi62c, Whi66b]. Newtoniana [Fig79]. Newtonianism [Fri03, Gui17, Hom77, Jac74]. Newtonians [Hei78]. NHS [Biv20]. Niccolò [Kel76, Kel63, Kel76, Cuo97]. Nicholas [Hos73, Sti92]. Nicolas [AN13]. Nicole [Mol69]. niemandem [Row98]. Nietzsche [Cal98]. Night [Whi71, Har83]. Nineteenth [Csi10, Fig76, Gil24, Hua16, Mil12, O’C07, Sec94, SP87, Vla99, Ano20, Eve23, Fag21, Gor15, JS24, Rie15, Rob21, Sur19, Tam15, Ang12, Byn73, Car63, Cor14, Cur12, Dal98b, Dol84, Ebr00, Fan00, For94b, Gau79, GG97, HSS10, Jac04, Jac83, Jac95c, Kee14, Lac09, McG85, Men64, Nev76, Out78, Pic94, Por80a, Por91, Sch08, Sim12b, Smi75, Smi78, Smi88, Web74, Wil62, Wil74, WS89a, WS89b, WS90, Yeo85, dB13]. Nineteenth-Century [Hua16, Mil12, O’C07, Sec94, Vla99, Gil24, Eve23, Rie15, Cor14, Cur12, Dal98b, Ebr00, For94b, GG97, Jac04, Jac95c, Kee14, Lac09, McG85, Pic94, Sim12b, Smi88, dB13]. Nitrogenous [Pag16]. Nitrous [Boa13]. No [Nic88, Olb79, Fle18]. nobleman [Car16]. Noblewomen [Lab21]. Nodes [BD23]. Non [CDG02, GCM06, Mag99a, Mag99b]. Non-Correlation [Mag99a, Mag99b]. Non-Intuitive [CDG02]. Non-Use [GCM06]. Normal [Hop05]. Norman [Cro01]. Norms [Car79]. north [Sin22, pY15]. northern [Fag21, dP18]. Northumberland [Ash01]. Norway [Ank07]. Not-So-Recent [Dea12, Tar14]. Note [Ano62c, Rob22]. Notebook [Sch84a]. Notes [Ano73b, Ano73c, Ano73d, Ano74c, Ano74d, Ano74e, Ano74f, Ano75a, Ano75b, Ano75c, Ano75d, Ano76a, Ano76b, Ano76c, Ano77c, Ano77d, Ano77e, Ano77f, Ano78a, Ano78b, Ano78c, Ano78d, Ano79a, Ano79b, Ano79c, Ano79d, Ano80a, Ano80b, Ano80c, Ano81a, Ano81b, Ano81c, Ano81d, Ano82a, Ano82b, Ano82c, Ano82d, Ano83a, Ano83b, Ano83c, Ano83d, Ano84b, Ano84c, Ano84d, Ano84e, Ano84f, Ano85b, Ano85c, Ano85d, Ano86a, Ano86b, Ano86c, Ano86d, Ano87a, Ano87b, Ano87c, Ano87d, Ano88a, Ano88b, Ano88c, Ano88d, Ano89b, Ano89c, Ano89d, Ano89e, Ano90a, Ano90b, Ano90c, Ano90d,
Ano91a, Ano91b, Ano91c, Ano91d, Ano92a, Ano92b, Ano92d, Ano93a, Ano93b, Ano93c, Ano93d, Ano94a, Ano94b, Ano94c, Ano94d, Ano95a.
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